
PARTICIPATORY WORDS AND LYRICS 
Sunday, October 18, 2020  

  
ONE MORE STEP  (#168)    ~ Joyce Poley 

One more STEP, we will take one more step, 
‘til there’s enough to share with everyone, we’ll take one more step.  
[note changed words] 

One more WORD, we will say one more word, 
til every word is heard by everyone, we’ll say one more word.  

One more PRAYER, we will say one more prayer, 
‘til every prayer is shared by everyone, we’ll say one more prayer.  

One more SONG, we will sing one more song, 
‘til every song is sung by everyone, we’ll sing one more song. 

 

CHALICE LIGHTING                                                   

        May the light we now kindle 
Inspire us to use our powers 
To heal and not to harm 
To help and not to hinder 
To bless and not to curse 
To serve the spirit of freedom. 

 

 

 

UNISON COVENANT   

We gather in the spirit of love 
We welcome all who enter in friendship 
In freedom and in peace 
We make our covenant 
With this beloved community: 
To care for our home, the Earth 
To serve the family of humanity 
To cherish each other as friends 
The Spirit of life unites us.  

*SPIRIT OF LIFE  ~ Carolyn McDade    #123 

Spirit of Life, come unto me.   
Sing in my heart all the stirrings of compassion. 
Blow in the wind, rise in the sea, 
Move in the hand, giving life the shape of justice.  
Roots hold me close, wings set me free; 
Spirit of Life, come to me, come to me. 

 

 

 



  THERE IS MORE LOVE SOMEWHERE   ~ African American Hymn (#95)  

There is more *love somewhere (2x) 
I’m gonna keep on ‘til I find it.  
There is more *love somewhere.  

  *hope, peace, joy  

 

NAMASTE  ~ Kate Willey   

The light in me sees the light in you (2x) 
I honour you as you honour me  
Namaste. (3x) 

 
CLOSING RESPONSIVE READING  ~ Clyde Grubbs 

Source of life, we have been given time to measure our days. 

What are we to make of these times, these times in which we live and love and have our  
being? 

The road of history has been long, full of both hope and disappointment.  

There have been wars and rumours of wars. 

Violence and exploitation, hunger and homelessness, and destruction. 

We know that we cannot continue to live in the old way. We must make a change, seek a 
new way. A way leading toward peace with justice and a healthy planet. 

Creative Spirit, you have given a vision for the good, and we yearn for a new way. But 
where are we to find the courage to begin to work for this new beginning? We wonder 
what is required of us. 

We think of the prophets, women and men who gave voice to unpopular opinion, who made 
personal sacrifices, sometimes their lives, for the sake of justice.  

May we be inspired and renewed by the courage of these witnesses.  

Let them empower us as we work for this vision.  

So may it be. Amen. 

 


